JOB TITLE:
Location:

Delivery Driver
Bracebridge

DEPARTMENT: Supply Chain
Job Type:
Full-Time/Permanent

Muskoka Brewery is a caring and open-minded Ontario Craft Brewery, recognized as Canada’s top beer brands
amongst our brewing industry. Our grassroots culture is inspired by the natural wonder that is our backyard. We
have resolve; work hard and are unwavering in our beliefs. The connection to each other and to this place that
we share has made us strong and determined. We are passionate about our beer and we will make our mark. We
are Muskoka Brewery!
Delivery Driver
Muskoka Brewery is looking for an enthusiastic team player who has the drive to succeed and contribute to our
next level of growth. Reporting to the Supply Chain Manager, Muskoka Brewery drivers are the face of our
company and understand the importance of a customer relationship. The team member will live and deliver our
values.
Delivery Driver Activities Include











Daily deliveries to licensee’s, Grocery Stores, LCBO’s and Beer Store locations throughout central Ontario
Follow route and time schedules; assisting in route revisions to ensure highest level of efficiency
Complete pick up’s as requested of materials for the Brewery and confirm quantities where possible
Prepare, load, unload and inspect delivery vehicle before and after each route
Collect payment as requested
Complete all required paperwork in full and accurate, identifying any variances, errors or omissions and
any action or correction required
Comply with all MTO guidelines, including maintaining drivers log and pre-trip inspections
Adhere to all Legislated health & safety requirements and Company operating policies
Build customer relationships by delivering more value than the competition, superior customer service,
responsiveness, and support
Contribute to overall company drive for success and growth through sharing insights and providing
customer feedback.

Qualifications
 Safety minded individual looking out for themselves, our customers and the general public
 Must be a calm, cool, and collected, especially under pressure with customers and fellow motorists
 Minimum DZ license with a clean driver abstract with minimum 1-year experience
 Previous forklift experience preferred
 Ability to lift 50 lbs
 Available to work in other areas of operations as needed
 Availability to work various shifts (weekends, days, and evenings)
 Self-starter and eager to deliver results
 Able to work both independently and in a strong team environment.
 Energetic, motivated, enthusiastic, and diligent.






Down-to-earth communication skills with a genuine presence.
Authentic customer focus and dedication to exceeding the expectations of internal and external
relationships.
Thirsty: Must be eager to learn, to grow, to manage chaos and to create fun. And then want to do it all
over again in a way that is uniquely Muskoka.
Understanding and passion for craft beer is an asset.

Health and Safety
 This position will actively participate in our safe operations by providing feedback and suggestions to the
Supply Chain Manager and the JHSC to contribute to the continuous improvement and expansion of our
brewery.
Our ideal candidate has a passion for our culture, our brand and being an active member of our team.
Please note: only those shortlisted will be contacted. Muskoka Brewery is an equal opportunity employer
encouraging diversity in the workplace. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, national origin, gender (including pregnancy), age, religion, disability, sexual orientation, or
veteran status, or any other status or characteristic protected by law. If you require assistance or a reasonable
accommodation in completing the application materials or any aspect of the application process, please contact
Human Resources.
We thank you for your interest.

